Tell Tale

You’ve always wanted to lead, on the track or off. So volunteer to lead Team Continental by running for a board position.
Nominations open at the October General meeting.
VOLUME 25, ISSUE 8

August 2015

TC President's Message
Dear TC,
As I have turned the corner on the second half of my presidency there are
still a lot of things I’d like to get done as the club this year, while looking
forward to next year. Depending on the date of publish, this will be reaching you likely right around the summer picnic. I’d like to thank Lynn, Toni
& Val for planning this. Later this month, Cars and Coffee will be inviting
out different motorsports organizations to bring race cars. As we’ve been
looking to do something at the World of Speed museum, this event will tie
with that perfectly. Check out http://www.portlandcarsandcoffee.com/, and
we’ll see about getting an unofficial tour of the museum going after the
cars and coffee, which is $9/person if we have 10 or more.
The other big thing coming up of course with TC is the October 3rd driver
training/hpde. We are really hoping to make this a successful event, to make sure we are staying in the positive
for the year. We are trying to cross promote the event to any other local clubs and organizations. If you are part
of another marque specific club, or just any other car club, please do what you can to invite as many as possible!
A brochure will be available shortly for this purpose. We are planning to offer the TC club pricing for a member
of any club, of course we would love to have them as TC members, but also we are hoping this will build some
goodwill with other local organizations.
Looking forward to next year, please be thinking about serving on the board. There is always a need for some
new people, with a few key positions I know of that will be vacant. We aren’t quite to the point of formal nominations yet, but be thinking about it! Thank you for your continued support and activity this year. Makes me
proud to be part of this family.
Yours for the sport,
Ben Weaver—Team Continental President

Merchandise Corner
Please contact me at president@teamcontinental for any merchandise you’d like. We have lots of hats, stickers,
patches, and event shirts. I don’t bring these to every meeting, although I have been trying to bring at least some,
so if you get a hold of me a day or so before a meeting at least, I’ll do what I can to bring the goods.
The new TC jacket should have a pre-order live online within the next week. I will send out an email separately
with this information and a link to an order form, which will likely be through www.motorsportreg.com
Ben Weaver
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2015 TEAM CONTINENTAL BOARD OF DIRECTORS
President
Ben Weaver
president@teamcontinental.com
425-299-0602

Vice President
Scott Olsen
vicepresident@teamcontinental.com
360-430-4521

Past President
Duane Starr
pastpresident@teamcontiental.com
503-318-6722

Secretary
Elizabeth (Lizzy) Peters
secretary@teamcontinental.com
360-442-0800

Treasurer
Valorie Starr
treasurer@teamcontinental.com
503-668-6998

Driving Master
Dylan Olsen
drivingmaster@teamcontinental.com
360-430-4563

Membership Director
Dennis Roberts
membership@teamcontinental.com
503-318-7624

Race Chairman
Pete Belfanti
racechair@teamcontinental.com
503-803-6627

E-Board Rep
Kevin Smith
eboard@teamcontinental.com
503-693-7394

Contest Board Rep
Peter Linssen
cboard@teamcontinental.com
503-706-4135

Communication Director
Jeremy Plance
communcations@teamcontinental.com
503-956-3175

Team Continental Registrar
Valorie Starr
RaceRegistrar@TeamContinental.com
503-668-6998

Tell Tale Submissions: editor@teamcontinental.com
Electronic submissions are preferred. Please don’t spend a lot of time on formatting.
The editor may edit all submissions for length and content.
Kevin Smith, Editor 503-693-7394

The Tell Tale
The Official Publication of Team Continental
The Tell Tale is published monthly by Team Continental. All
contents are Copyright © 2015 by Team Continental. All
material herein may not be reproduced in whole or in part by
any means, electronic, mechanical, or other, without the
express written permission of the Editor. The authors retain
copyright to their original work, as do photographers retain
copyright over their photographs. All reprinted articles within
the Tell Tale, in whole or in part, are by permission or the
author has been given appropriate recognition. Opinions
expressed herein are those of the credited writer(s) and not
necessarily those of Team Continental, its officers, members or
the Tell Tale staff.
Publication of ads, articles, photos, etc. are subject to available
space. All items for print should be forwarded to the Tell Tale
Editor. When possible, articles should be submitted
electronically by email. Ads should be submitted as scanned
images or submitted photo ready. Photographs should be
submitted as scanned images, but B/W or color prints are
acceptable. The Tell Tale Editor cannot guarantee return of
unsolicited articles, manuscripts, photos, graphics, or other
submissions.
Material in the Tell Tale may have been plagiarized, stolen,
misused, etc. without the express written permission of the
National Football League.

MEETINGS
General Meeting—August15th
At the Picnic,
see flyer in this issue.
Board Meeting - 7PM Sept 2nd
Laurelwood Public House
5115 NE Sandy Blvd, Portland, OR 97213

Work Party - 10 AM Sept 12th
ORP - See notice on page 5
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JOIN TEAM CONTINENTAL FOR AN ICSCC TRACK
DAY AT OREGON RACEWAY PARK ON SATURDAY OCT
3rd, 2015
DRIVE THE MOST EXCITING RACE TRACK IN THE PACIFIC NORTHWEST, OREGON RACEWAY PARK
Entry fees:
$225—HPDE (High performance driving experience)
$225—Test and Tune Closed Wheel
$225—Open Wheel Test and Tune (10 Cars required by 9/3)
$185- TC member price. To join follow this LINK
TC Registrar: Val Starr – 503-668-6998
val@starralpacafarm.com
TC Driving Master: Dylan Olsen – 360-430-4563
drivingmaster@teamcontinental.com
Register Online at http://msreg.com/TC-oct-ORP-2016
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A Blast from the Past with a 55 Olds

By Bill Murray
This car was seen at the Team Continental’s race
at O.R.P. in May and was the subject of a Pop
Quiz tucked into last month’s Tell Tale. The
most erudite answer to the quiz was won by:
……….
COME TO THE NEXT GENERAL MEETING
AND FIND OUT!

The Story: The mystery car is a 1955, Olds model 88, 2 door sedan. Ike was in the White House,
the red scare was on and so was the baby boom. Powered by the 324 cubic inch “Rocket V/8” the
“88” above, the Holiday (hard top) and Olds 98 (deluxe) models were standard issue with the 3
speed, column shift, manual transmission. A four speed Hydromatic transmission was available as
a $165.00 option. The base engine with a Rochester “Dual Downdraft” Carburetor produced 185
H.P. @ 4,000 R.P.M. The “Super 88 & 98” engine with 8.5 compression and 4 bbl. carburetor
produced 202 H.P. The upgraded engine was also available on the 88 series.
Other options included “Pedal Ease Power Brakes”, “Safety Power Steering”, Air Conditioning,
back up lights, a spot light, “Safety Padded Instrument Panel” and power seats. The “Super Deluxe” radio would add another $94.00 and “Electric Windows” were $80.00.
One memorable feature that did not survive the era was “Autotronic Headlight Dimming”, a
(Continued on page 6)

TC Work Party At Oregon Raceway Park
Saturday Sept 12th, starting at 10 AM (so you can get a little sleep)
We are going to be smoothing and leveling ground for a TC owned shipping
container that we will use to store all of our driver training and race related
items. The more volunteers, the less work, more fun. If you can, please
bring a shovel, or a garden rake to help move and level the dirt/gravel.
To volunteer, contact Peter Linssen, peter@petesvshop, 503-706-4135
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(Continued from page 5)

photo cell that resembled a small but stylized outboard motor sat on drivers left of the dash. This
photocell device sensed the headlights of an approaching car and would go from high to low
beam and back automatically. When pointed at a window or other properly reflective surface at
night they would continually cycle high and low just on the reflection of the cars own headlights.
Most cars were delivered with the white nose and your choice of several colors to complete the
two tone paint scheme. The ornament in the center of the hood under the Rocket Plane was the
image of the North and South American continent.
Factory pricing ran $2,297.00 on the base models this year, and $3,276 for the upper-end Olds
98’s. Total Oldsmobile production topped in 1955.
In April of 2004 General Motors closed the division ending a brand that had built 35.2 million vehicles over 107 years. The Oldsmobile brand had been founded by inventor Ransom Ellis Olds in
1897. The closing brought to an end the fourth longest automotive name in the world and the oldest in America. Mr. Olds himself went into the truck business and produced vehicles that carried
only his initials. The company name was R.E.O. R.E.O produced a number of models, among
them one named Speedwagon, which would later be taken as a name by a 1970’s rock band.
...
So other than a bit of nostalgic research how did I come by this information? Well I have owned
four of these behemoths 53’s and 55’s . and all have stories.
My first recollection however began at 5 years old: There it was, In the driveway, green and white
and shiny. My Mother was telling Dad “Take it back, the Kaiser is just fine, and we don’t need
another car”. Well we kept it, largely because my father (who was no mechanic) had grown tired
of the “summer adventures” that occurred every hot day when the Kaiser Traveler refused to
travel. It took years, but this persistent mechanical plague was eventually identified and solved by
relocating the fuel line away from the exhaust, curing a condition referred to as “vapor lock.” At a
very early age I developed a reverence and respect for the magical powers of a good mechanic.
By 1963 I had my “cheaters permit” (not old enough to get a learners permit) and the folks had a
new Dodge Phoenix (another story) so the Olds fell into my hands. My first big improvement was
to take out the grill which seemed like a good idea at the time. My thinking was to get more air
into the radiator which made sense that it would help keep the engine cool since I had been assured it was now going to be making a lot more power due to the adaption of a tri-power manifold
and carburetors. This second hand set-up I had purchased from a friend’s older brother for a mere
$35.00.
I was less perturbed by the gaping toothless look of the missing grill than I was to find that the
great induction system I had scored was missing most of the carburetor linkage. The center 2 bbl.
Carburetor hooked directly to the original linkage and there was a throttle rod that hooked the
front and rear carburetors, but no way to connect the three together. That was when I hit on a
novel plan. I took a used starter solenoid and mounted it to the manifold and connected that to the
(Continued on page 7)
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(Continued from page 6)

throttle linkage for the two secondary carburetors. The next problem was how to activate the solenoid? Another bit of genius, take the wiring off the horn and run it to the solenoid. It was all or
nothing; throttle modulation was a concept out of my league.
The first “sneak out” road test was a late summer evening when my buddies and I had “cranked
in” all the timing advance we thought it could take, and added 5 gallons of Chevron Custom Supreme for good measure. We headed up Sunset Blvd. and I stood on the gas and heard the familiar
sucking of the center Rochester and the subtle build of power, this is it! Test time! I hit the horn
and WOW ! Acceleration like I had never felt. It was total exhilaration. My four passenger buddies were ecstatic. “Do it again Murray!” I braked and took a right hitting the chrome horn ring
again as I rounded the corner. That was when I learned that oversteer (a word I did not know then)
is not just something that happens on gravel roads. Through a low hedge and across a lawn, wiping out a dozen rose bushes in the process I found my escape out an adjacent driveway. My four
passengers were laughing like they were going to die, I was sure “I am never going to get away
with this” …. but I did. After picking the roses and hedge branches out of the radiator, with a
good wash job, it was right as rain.
In the end, what that car was best for, was a popular custom observed by adolescents of the era
(and perhaps older adolescents of dubious intelligence in other neighborhoods). It could be considered a courtship ritual, akin perhaps to the presentation of an animal skin to a potential mate in
prehistoric times, or the composing of sonnets to ones true love, just a few short centuries ago.
No sign of one’s budding courtship and sheer admiration for a girl you had a crush on in the early
60’s, could be better received than the “laying a patch” in front of her house. This was calculated
to be a status symbol to the young lady in question, and the longer and darker the patch, the
greater the significance of the gesture.
Here is where the Oldsmobile had few rivals, and in short order I found a market among those
who either lacked access to a car, or perhaps lacked the courage (you may substitute stupidity
here) to perpetrate such a display for themselves. In short, I got friends to pay me to “lay a patch
for them”. At the time I viewed this service as being not dissimilar to being a facilitator of courtship, sort of an aid to Cupid, or a traditional matchmaker, thus I was providing a service, and one
worthy of a fee. And besides it was great fun.
The best technique was to creep up in the dead of night in front of the lucky young lady’s house,
drive backwards as fast as you dared, put the Hydromatic in neutral, and while rolling backwards
stand on the gas. A few milliseconds later, when the torque was judged to be just below peak,
kick it back into low, and let the tires burn. Initially the shock was so profound that both tires
would be smoking even without posi-traction, until one side or the other found superior grip. The
car would still be moving backwards in a cloud of acrid tire smoke. Slowly, and with the engine
roaring it would come to a stop and start moving forward, gradually at first, pulling its way from
the billowing smoke with the tires still spinning. Now came the good part. As the speed came up
and traction was gaining a grip… hit the horn…. good for another 50 yards or more of dark black
(Continued on page 8)
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(Continued from page 7)

stripe. This was deemed far more likely to impress than a box of chocolates and a dozen roses.
The amazing thing is that the Olds would take that kind of abuse. It proved to be an expensive lesson for friends that tried my technique with Fords and Chevrolets stacking up broken drive shafts,
differentials and axles. Part of that success was I had learned about the curious properties of a
winter tire called “sawdust tires”. These actually had the tread casting embedded with crushed
walnut shells and produce great quantities of rich stinky smoke and wonderfully black stripes, but
traction was marginal in the dry. Perfect.
In time the engine had suffered enough abuse, and the knocking noise, which I was to learn was
the sound of a connecting rod just before it exposes itself through the side of the block, signaled
the end. Although I wasted a lot of time replacing the engine with another, it never was as good
again. Finally the Olds went to scrap and I moved on to other cars and other pastimes.
Even as I write this I have to ask “what was I thinking” but today, for my part, it’s hard to explain
how many “adults” are enamored with “drifting”. If you happen to be one of them, take the tip,
and find out what third world country still makes sawdust tires. Fifty years from now your passengers will still talk about you.
P.S. After doing a proof read of the above, a lady friend asked me “At the time did you ever think
you would be writing about these stories in your old age”? The answer was “I never thought I
would be as old as 16.”
Team Continental- General Meeting Minutes
Date: July 15th, 2015
Location: Mars Meadow Chinese Restaurant
Meeting was called to order by President Ben Weaver at 7:07pm.
President: Ben Weaver, Past President: Duane Starr, Treasurer: Val Starr, Vice President:
Scott Olsen, Driving Master: Dylan Olsen, Secretary: Elizabeth Peters, Membership Director: Dennis Roberts,
Executive Board Rep: Kevin Smith, Race Chairman: Pete Belfanti, Contest Board Rep: Peter Linssen, Communications Director: Jeremy Plance, Merchandise Director: Ben Weaver
Board Meeting Minutes (No reports omitted):
President (Ben Weaver): Coordinating with World of Speed for non race weekend to bring out race cars for show.
Sample jacket is $75 total in mens and womens fitting. Embroidered on front and screen print on back. May need
to change size of logo on back so patch will fit over.
Driving Master (Dylan Olsen): Working to get event up on MSR for registration. Chatterboxes are in and look
like they will be a great promotional edge. Baggs committee needs to reimburse Jim L.
Race Chairman (Pete Belfanti): Pete is stepping down from race chair next year but will be helping with casting
trophies and instructing.
Treasurer (Val Starr): Bank balance is down. We need 15-18,000 to put on a race. Insurance for Oct 3rd is paid but
not the drivers levy.
(Continued on page 10)
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TC Boner Jacket Award July 2015
Scott Olsen became the proud new owner of the boner jacket at
the July General Meeting. Two Boner stories were offered up.
The first from Bob Smethers was of a certain editor who had the
lead in the July SCCA Majors AS race, and carried a bunch of
speed through turn 10, but with that extra speed, couldn’t quite
keep it on track at turn 11 exit, thus spinning out of the lead. The
second (and winning story) was told by the jacket’s current
owner, Dylan Olsen. The story starts last year at the SCCA Majors races at Pacific Raceway. Scott and Dylan were trying their
hardest to break the current AS lap record for Pacific, and SCCA
requires that lap records be set during a race. During qualifying,
they had just barely gotten down to the lap record, and so were
really busting to get ready for the race, and to get the record. It
was off and on rainy all weekend, so there was a lot of back and
forth on tires, etc. In the confusion leading up to getting the car to
grid, Scott checked the oil, and put the dipstick back in without
tightening it down. During the first lap of the race, the dipstick
popped out, and the car proceeded to spew oil and smoke until
they were black flagged a couple of laps later. Once in the hotpits, the dipstick was quickly replaced properly, but due to the
amount of oil on and under the car, the SCCA stewards would
not let the car back onto track to finish the race. So, the loose
dipstick cost a possible track record and the race. And for that,
Dylan awarded the Boner Jacket to his dad Scott.

Maryhill Loops Hill Climb

By David Johnston

For the past fifteen years, Sovren has sanctioned the Mary Hill Loops Hill Climb event.
In September of 2014, the Sovren E-Board voted to discontinue support of the Maryhill event. After this decision
a dedicated group of supporters from within Sovren moved forward with a plan to form a new separate organization that would sanction the Maryhill event from 2015 and thereafter into the future.
The new organization will partner with the other existing organizations that make the event happen each and
every year. These organizations include the Mary Hill Museum of Art, the Goldendale Motorsports Association,
the Yakima Valley Sports Car Club, Strictly British Sports Car Club, and the Goldendale Chamber of Commerce.
The organization’s name is the “Maryhill Vintage Hillclimb Association”.
The Hillclimb will continue as in the past with this year’s date being October 3-4, 2015, which includes the Saturday car at the Museum and the Hillclimb on Sunday.
The rules for entering and running the event are the same as last year with a maximum of Fifty (50) entries. This
will include race cars, rally cars, Karts, and Motorcycles. There will be no online Registration at this time.
Entry Fee is the same as in the past at $250+tax and T-Shirts available at $15.00+tax.
If you wish to enter the event, send a request for an entry form to maryhillvintagerace@comcast.net and a form
will be returned to you that will have an address to send to with your check. For additional information, you may
call Starke Shelby at 206-230-0203, starke@nwinsctr-mi.com or David Johnston at 360-459-0783 or email to
maryhillvintagerace@comcast.net.
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(Continued from page 8)
Committee Reports:
Tale-Tell Editor (Kevin Smith): Would like e-mail from Ben on a report a driver made on our Drivers Training to
use in Tell-Tale.
Picnic Committee: Tippy Canoe restaurant in Troutdale, OR. August the 8th is a rat race and the 22nd is a cascade
race so leaning towards the 15th for a date.
Old Business:
Workers left a big mess at ORP that cost us money.
New Business:
Bobby: Wants to donate old Dodge van to SCCA and coordinate that with ORP. Clubs accepts as long as we
get out all old merch first.
Motion to adjourn at 8:00pm by Ben Weaver, motion second by Kevin Smith, motion passed.
Respectfully submitted, Elizabeth Peters, TC Secretary
B/S and Boner discussion: Ken Killam: Thank you for your help in returning the Boner jacket and continuing
the fun of passing it around.
Bobby S: Proposed Kevin Smith's spinning out at a double majors weekend in the beginning of the race was boner
worthy.
But the winner went to Scott Olsen for leaving the dipstick plug off when trying to set a track record at Pacific
Raceways and getting meat-balled, then disqualified when leading a SCCA Majors race.

Respectfully submitted, Elizabeth Peters, TC Secretary
Team Continental- Board Meeting Minutes
Date: August 1st, 2015
Location: Laurelwood Brewery
Meeting was called to order by President Ben Weaver at 7:07pm.
President: Ben Weaver, Past President: Duane Starr, Vice President: Scott Olsen, Secretary:
Elizabeth Peters, Driving Master: Dylan Olsen, Executive Board Rep: Kevin Smith, Contest
Board Rep: Peter Linnsen, Merchant Director: Ben Weaver Communications Director: Jeremy Plance, Competition Director: John Wilson, Picnic Committee: Lynn Coupland
Board Meeting Minutes (No reports not present):
Contest Board (Peter Linnsen): Rule change proposal meeting is next Wednesday 8/12 at 7pm at
Columbia River Brewing Company.
Driving Master (Dylan Olsen): Event is now on MSR and can start advertising to sign up for October 3rd event. Haven't settled on any final decision on direction. Talk about partnering with another club or business. Bill Murray offered going in on an event with TC the day after on the 4 th
with 50/50 split in profit. It would be a two day track day event. Any instructors would be hired
(Continued on page 11)
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by either ORP/TC and would be paid. This posed a lot of question with the club as it is uncharted
territories. Group decided to table the idea for further discussion at the general meeting.
Secretary (Lizzy Peters): Catching up on May minutes, computer broke sorry for the delay.
Treasurer (Val Starr): Money is the same/ No change.
Membership Director (Dennis Roberts): 177 TC members to date.
E Board Rep (Kevin Smith): IRDC has dates for next year already picked out. TC should start
thinking about dates. Don't need a commitment until January. Club is looking at Labor Day next
year. Peter L. moves to look into having a race at ORP on Labor Day, Scott O. seconds and all in
favor. Need to recruit next years new board members soon.
Communications Director (Jeremy Plance): Needs updates for drivers training for better promotion. MAVTV should have a rough cut for us next week. We'll review the tape and go from there.
Should take fatal crash video from Road Atlanta off the website to avoid bad attention. Events of
upcoming meetings/races have been posted on Facebook.
Picnic/X-mas committee (Lynn Coupland): TC picnic August 15th 4pm at Shirley's Tippy Canoe.
There will be a $15 hamburger buffet or you can order off the menu. Games for Great prizes. The
Christmas Party will be on December 12th at 6pm.
Tell-Tale Editor (Kevin Smith): Needs President's report and meeting mintues.
Old Business:
Bill Murray warned us he has already experienced a broken chatterbox. They do have a 1 year
warranty with a receipt.
Peter L: Container, 1 year old 9'6" tall water sealed and can be delivered for $3400. 3 events a
year are required for us to keep at ORP. Work party to level out an area at ORP to place the
container will be September 12th Saturday at 10am. Bill M. will order the rock and send TC
an invoice funded by the Baggs committee. Anyone is welcome to come out and help.
August 29th There will be a race car club turnout at World of Speed in Wilsonville. Cars and
Coffee starts at 8am. It would be great advertisement. Just need to find out about trailer
parking.
New Business:
MSR is coming out with a new timing app free to use.
Mitch: Verifying he can shred documents from TC that are 7 years or older.
Motion to adjourn at 9:15pm by Ben Weaver, motion seconded by Jeremy Plance, motion
passed.
Respectfully submitted, Elizabeth Peters, TC Secretary
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Driver Training Story from a Student
PIR----6/28/08-----on track with Team Continental, a local club who trains and licenses drivers to race in Int'l onf.
of Sports Car Clubs. Air temp--100*. Track temp--Mercuric.
I was placed in group 3 (1A/1B = novice, 2 = intermediate, 3 = advanced.) Even so, during tech I was greeted by
my instructor for the day, Kevin Smith. OWWW, OUCH, that hurts. Please be careful with my enormous, overinflated, fragile ego. How can I be Michael Schumacher in my own mind if someone is watching me and giving
me advice? How can I be the god of performance driving while being critiqued by a lesser mortal?
OK, let go of the useless ego. I take passengers so it's not a huge concern with the extra weight. Kevin is a multiple series and conference champ in American Sedan, formerly holding the PIR track record in that class. Plus, it's
been awhile since I've had a de facto instructor ride with me. I can get along with this.
Session 1 - It's been a year since I've run at PIR and it shows. Sloppy and inconsistent. Too eager to turn in and
not aggressive enough while doing it. A lot of late apexing at PIR which requires discipline I am lacking. The priority in this session is to tighten up my line with an emphasis on waiting longer to turn in and then more agressively. All the same, I have no one pass me while I pass numerous others.
Session 2 - Running a good line more consistently, it's time to address some shift points-specifically downshifts
through the chicane (turns 1 &2) and through the turn 10,11 & 12 complex. I have been shifting from 4th to 2nd
before entering the chicane and Kevin suggests 3rd before the chicane and 2nd between T1 andT2. It's smoother,
carries more momentum and I like it. In the turn 10-12 complex, I've been downshifting to 3rd in the apex of T10.
The suggestion is to stay in 4th until just before the turn in of T12 and then brake/downshift followed by aggressive turn-in. Once again, I like it as I carry more momentum and it forces me to brake later and turn in later,
thereby getting the late apex of T12 more consistently. A Porsche Carrera 4 passes. I knew I wasn't the fastest car/
driver out here.
Lunch - Kevin takes his '71 Vette on track and I benefit by riding along. One thing he does that proves immensely
helpful is that after a lap or two he begins calling out, "Full" in the turns. He is indicating where in the turn he
goes full throttle. He does it for a couple of laps so I can get it ingrained.
Session 3 - It's pretty hot on track now. I incorporate the tight line with the proper shift points and add in getting
on the throttle earlier and ask Kevin to sit quietly. I tell him that if I miss something at the same point on the track
twice in a row he's free to speak up, but otherwise I should be able to recognize where I'm coming up short and
correct it before the next time around. Much smoother and more consistent all around. Throughout the day there
have been spots where I've been doing some throttle steering but more so now as the later braking and more rapid
transition to throttle give more emphasis on controlling the rear with speed inputs. I'm achieving good rotation
through the corners. This session sees me passed by a Carrera S (we pass back and forth), the Carrera 4, a sweet
'69 Camaro and an SRT-4 with a lot of pull. It's good to see them stepping their game up.
Session 4 - Kevin turns me loose and he keeps his eye on me from the point (the corner exit of T12.) Lap times
have fallen from 1:38's to 1:36 flat even while losing power because of the volcanic heat of the day. I'm sure the
intercooler is that in name only at this point. It must have heat soaked long ago. Putting together consistent lap
after lap. Several of the cars have gone home and so there is a lot of open track at this point which is a luxury in a
group that started with 24 cars. Only the Camaro is running faster this session.
Minor Problem - While checking the oil after session 3, I noticed a large bulge in the hose the goes from the turbo
oil return hard line to the oil pan. The outer layer was cracked. Fortunately, Chris St. John was at the track watching and he shagged me to the Baxter's Auto Parts just on the other side of I-5. Problem fixed well in time to get
back on track for the last session.
Jim Brethauer
'91 MR2 Steel Gray Turbo
'02 IS300 5-spd Manual
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TC Networking
Send your business card to the TT editor. We will publish it so other club members
know what it is you do to support your habit and they can refer you additional business.

Hey, TC members,
you too can write
an article for the
Tell-Tale. Ask me
how.
Correct spelling
and grammar optional.
Kevin Smith

Tell Tale
Kevin Smith - Editor
1440 NW 317th Ave
Hillsboro, OR 97124

Deliver to:

